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Abstract—Our goal is to automatically identify people in TV
news and debates without any predefined dictionary of people.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of person identification
beyond face authentication in order to improve the identification
results and not only where the face is detectable. We propose
to use automatic scene analysis as features for people identification. We exploit two features: scene classification (studio and
report) and camera identification. Then, people are identified
by propagation strategies of overlaid names (OCR results) and
speakers to scene classes and specific camera shots. Experiments
performed on the REPERE corpus show improvement of face
identification using scene understanding features (+13.9% of Fmeasure compared to the baseline).

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The proliferation of multimedia content makes necessary
the development of technologies that facilitate browsing and
searching through these data. Person indexing in videos can
help users locate specific sequences featuring a given person.
Classical approaches for person identification rely on face
detection followed by face authentication from a dictionary
of face models trained beforehand.
Unfortunately, collecting and maintaining those models
is very expensive due to the number of people that may
appear in TV content. In addition, the variety of conditions
encountered, with far, occluded or back-facing heads, might
harm the performance of face detection and identification.
Most multi-modal person identification approaches that don’t
rely on prior biometric models are based on identity detection
and propagation strategies. The identity can be detected from
speech [1], overlaid names (using OCR techniques [2]) or
subtitles when available [3]. The detected identities are propagated to visual clusters (comparing faces [2], or clothing [3]).
However those methods are affected by the same challenges
as face identification.
In this paper, we focus on using contextual information
for identifying people in TV broadcast news and talk shows.
In particular, we try to take advantage of rudimentary understanding of scenes in order to supplement face identification
with extra constraints on who might be shown on screen. We
propose two sources of scene-level cues:
•

Scene classification which aims at detecting coherent
segments of studio or field report footage. For instance
it is unlikely that the same person appears in the studio
and reports during the same show.
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Fig. 1. Face identification is ineffective when dealing with back-facing,
partially hidden or cropped heads (image from the REPERE corpus).

•

Camera identification which uses background features
in order to pinpoint which angle of a recurring studio
is being shot and infer from its layout the persons
being shown. This takes the assumption that same
cameras are used cross different episodes of the same
show (verified in all shows of the corpus REPERE).

Those two sources of information are leveraged in the context
of a multi-modal person identification system which propagates identities from OCR results with overlaid names and
recognized speaker identities.
After presenting the related work (Section II), we briefly
describe the REPERE corpus on which experiments are carried, and discuss the motivation for performing scene understanding (Section III). Then, we present the extraction of
scene-level descriptors and how they are included in our multimodal person identification system (Sections IV and V).
Finally, we present a set of experiments run on the REPERE
corpus and discuss them (Section VI).
II.

R ELATED WORK

In [4] the authors proposed to identify characters in TVseries by modelling each person by a Markov Random Field
(MRF) integrating face, speech and body features, which
showed promising results. However, the number of persons
must be fixed a priori.
A large variety of approaches have been proposed for face
authentication. Most of them rely on a holistic representation
of the face and make use of subspace or manifolds, such
as Kernel PCA Plus LDA [5] and Local Region PCA [6].

One of the most challenging problem in face authentication is
the problem of session variability (changes in illumination,
environment, expression, pose, etc), which cause mismatch
between images of the same person. Different methods have
been proposed for addressing this problem like modeling
inter-session variability [7] or probabilistic linear discriminant
analysis [8].
In the literature, there are several works that study scene
analysis in sports videos, CCTV (Closed-Circuit Television)
and news programs [9], [10], [11]. In [10], authors noticed 13
categories of shots in TV-news (interview, anchor, commercial,
etc) and trained a decision tree to classify shots, then a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to correct classification errors. Features
used were shot durations, motion measurements, text and face
detections. In [11] authors proposed to identify anchor shots
using face position, size and clothes. In [9], anchor shots are
detected using rules on motion estimation, shot duration and
text captions.
III.

M OTIVATION

This work was conducted as part of the REPERE evaluation
campaign [12]. The main purpose of the challenge is to identify
people in TV news and debates. Targets are both television
professionals (journalists, anchors, etc) and guests (experts,
politicians celebrities). The test corpus consists in 7 hours
of French TV from BFM and LCP channels. Persons are
annotated on keyframes approximately every 10 seconds. The
task focuses on person identification, a superset of face identification (silhouette, back-facing identification, etc). Figure 2
shows the different sources of people identification on the
REPERE corpus.

TABLE I.

P ERCENTAGE OF PERSON OCCURRENCES IN KEYFRAMES
THAT ARE EITHER BACK - FACING THE CAMERA ( ONLY THEIR HAIR IS
VISIBLE ) OR FOR WHICH THE HEAD IS SMALL (< 2000px2 ).

Show
BFMStory
CaVousRegarde
LCPInfo
EntreLesLignes
PileEtFace
Total

%Back-facing
4.56
2.52
17.11
12.45
9.26
9.30

%Small head
9.86
16.80
11.14
22.28
17.13
14.24

can be identified using models from the REPERE training
corpus (assuming perfect identification if a model is available).
Table II details this oracle result on a show by show basis.
This table also shows the maximum performance of a system
that would garner OCR results to associate overlaid names
with persons using face clustering to propagate the identities to
detected faces without corresponding overlaid text. Even when
both prior models and overlaid names are accounted, for the
performance ceiling is a recall of 75%. In addition, if the face
id system works perfectly on small heads, it can achieve 86%
of identifications with OCR and this ramps up to 95% if it can
identify back-facing heads as well. The 5% remaining persons
are neither present in training data nor identified by overlaid
text.
TABLE II.

P ERCENTAGE OF PERSON OCCURRENCES IN KEYFRAMES
WHICH CAN BE IDENTIFIED WITH FACE ID , OVERLAID NAMES OR BOTH .
N OTE THAT THESE FIGURES ALREADY ACCOUNT FOR BACK - FACING AND
SMALL HEADS .

Show
BFMStory
CaVousRegarde
LCPInfo
EntreLesLignes
PileEtFace
Total

%Face id
33.72
65.54
55.29
61.37
74.85
51.72

%OCR
77.68
30.25
70.24
70.05
75.56
72.93

%Both
79.71
70.58
70.38
70.28
75.56
75.00

This study of the corpus shows that we cannot only rely on
OCR results and face identification for successfully identifying
people in the REPERE challenge. We will now show how to
take advantage of scene understanding in order to infer person
identities in most challenging conditions.
IV.

Fig. 2.

Multiple sources of people identification on the REPERE corpus.

Table I presents the percentage of identifications that have
to be performed in difficult conditions such as back-facing
or small heads. These conditions are challenging because (1)
no face feature is visible, (2) the size of the head is smaller
than that of the window used for feature extraction for face
identification. For instance, [7] reported that the error rate for
face id doubles on small faces. In the REPERE corpus about
10% of persons cannot be identified because of these factors.
Next comes the problem of biometric model dictionaries.
Only about 50% of the person occurrences on the test corpus

S CENE UNDERSTANDING

Scene understanding involves describing automatically
what is happening in the scene (events, conditions, location,
etc). In this paper, we take advantage of automatic scene
analysis in order to predict the identity and the number of
people in specific scenes and propagate this information to
other scenes. We propose to extract two pieces of information from scenes: scene segmentation and categorization, and
camera identification.
A. Scene segmentation and classification
In TV broadcast news, scenes are characterized by coherent
sequences of shots of the same location or on the same topic.
We first perform shot-level classification and then aggregate
consecutive shots in order to form scenes.

Fig. 3.

Example of scene segmentation and classification on the REPERE corpus.

We have manually annotated about 50k shot-central frames
(middle frame of each shot) from the training corpus with
the following categories: studio, field report, static picture,
computer-generated graphics, other. For predicting labels at
test time, a show-specific linear classifier is trained to predict
a label for each shot-central frame. We extract the histogram
of oriented gradients (HOG features) on a resized frame
(128 × 64), stacked with 16 × 8 RGB features, and feed them
to liblinear [13].
Using shot-level classification results, we segment each
show into sequences of studio and report shots called scenes.
The basic principle is that a report is the longest sequence
of consecutive shots with a majority of shot-central frames
labelled as report. In particular, all consecutive report shots
are concatenated. Then, reports separated by less than a given
interval are merged (< 3s). Finally, all report sequences longer
than a certain duration (> 10s) constitute report scenes, all
other sequences are considered as studio scenes. Figure 3
shows an example of scene segmentation and classification on
the REPERE corpus.

B. Cameras Identification
A TV broadcast is produced using several cameras where
each one is directed towards a specific view (anchor, guests,
journalists, etc). For some broadcasts where the number of
people is fixed, knowing which camera is used can help deduce
the identity of the filmed people without knowing their exact
location. In our experiments, we have annotated different types
of cameras and the role of the persons being shot. For instance:
Camera 1 is “Anchor, Guest 1, Guest 2”, Camera 2 is “Guest
2, Guest 3”, etc. Then, given a new video frame, we use a
linear SVM classifier [13] to identify the camera. The input
features are RGB color histograms extracted from resized
frames (127 × 100).
Table III shows the number of cameras annotated per
show. Notice that we did not perform camera identification
on BFMStory videos due to the varying number of guests
appearing in the show.
TABLE III.

N UMBER OF CAMERAS PER SHOW. N OTE THAT WE DIDN ’ T
APPLY THIS STRATEGY FOR BFMS TORY.

Shows
LCPInfo
LCP CaVousRegarde
LCP EntreLesLignes
LCP PileEtFace

Nb Cameras
12
28
18
12

V.

A RCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM

This section first details the baseline person identification
system which uses OCR, speaker id and face clustering for
person identification and then we explain how scene-level
evidence can be integrated.
A. Overlaid Person Name
The Overlaid Person Name (OPN) Recognition module
corresponds to the succession of three sub-modules: Text
Recognition, Person Name spotting and Person Name recognition. Text Recognition is performed with the Video OCR
technology developed at Orange Labs based on a Character
Recognition Convolutional Neural Network [14]. Amongst
overlaid text boxes that can be detected in a video, we need
to distinguish OPNs (that present a person on screen) from
other texts (such as titles, locations, time, etc). To this purpose,
a rule-based detection module has been designed relying on
relative box position, character size and the number of words.
Even if the text recognition module performs well in terms of
Character Error Rate, we need to identify Person Names, and a
single character miss-recognized can be harmful for the whole
process. To overcome these OCR errors we use large name
lists as a language model to correct the OCR hypotheses. The
lists are obtained through the combination of general static
list coming from knowledge databases such as Wikipedia and
dynamic ones that are specifically built from the web according
to the date of the show.
B. Shot boundary detection
Shot boundary detection is performed by computing the
average Manhattan distance between the HSV histograms of 4
frames before the boundary and 4 frames after the boundary.
An adaptive threshold is computed as two times the median
boundary score over a 72 frame window. Since most cuts in the
studied corpus are hard cuts and fast cross-fading, this simple
algorithm performs well.
C. Speaker ID
We adopt a hierarchical combination of OPN-based speaker
identification and acoustic-based speaker identification, both
methods using speaker clustering. The whole process is explained in details in [15], replacing GMMs with better performing I-Vectors [16]. It basically relies on the assumption
that an OPN detected in the video corresponds to the current
speaker. In fact, on the REPERE corpus, 80.4% of the annotated OPNs appear with their corresponding speakers. Thus,

the process of multi-modal speaker identification is performed
following those rules:
1)
2)
3)

In TV-broadcast, clustering faces is difficult because of the
variability of face appearance. Assuming that within a single
show there is a bijection between people and their clothes, we
chose to cluster facetracks using the signature of clothes colors.
First, face detection is performed using OpenCV’s frontal and
profile cascade detectors on every frame of the video. Then,
the clothing area is deduced by taking the rectangle under the
detected face proportional to its size (×2.5 face width and
×1.5 face height). We removed the fixed information banner
that appears on BFMTV shows from the search region. Then,
the HSV colour histogram determines the features vector and a
cosine-based distance is used to measure the similarity between
facetracks. Figure 4 shows an example of clothing regions for
detected faces.

Clothes regions detection

E. Multi-modal face identification
The baseline algorithm associates names to facetracks
by combining speaker identification, OPNs, and similarity
between facetrakcs (described in details in [17]). The algorithm
is based on two assumptions: first, an OPN corresponds to the
person who is visible at the same time, which is correct in
98.5% of cases in the REPERE corpus. The second assumption
is that when someone is speaking, he/she is visible, which is
true in 80.4% of the time. The process follows 3 steps:
•

for each unnamed facetrack f , a distance D is defined
between f and ĝn . The name n̂(f ) given to facetrack
f is the name for which the distance is minimal, if
that distance does not exceed a fixed threshold θ.
1 X
D(g, f ) =
d(f, fi )
|g|
fi ∈g

argminn∈N D(ĝn , f ) if D(ĝn , f ) < θ
n̂(f ) =
∅ otherwise

•

identify the remaining unnamed facetracks with the
speaker identity that maximizes temporal overlap each
facetrack.

Acoustic speaker ID if the confidence score is sufficient.
OPN that maximizes the temporal overlap with the
speaker turn.
OPN that maximizes the temporal overlap with the
speaker cluster.

D. Face detection and clustering

Fig. 4.

•

identify facetracks with the OPN that maximizes temporal overlap. In case of multiple facetracks having
similar overlap, a disambiguation process is used to
attribute the OPN to one of the facetracks (see [17]).
The set of facetracks attributed to the OPN n is called
ĝn .

The motivation of step 2 in the process is that the facetracks
named thanks to a direct temporal overlap with OPN are probably correctly named, and thus, can be considered as model
in an unsupervised open-set face identification paradigm. Face
identification in TV shows is a difficult task, and is relatively
limited in our system since it is a simple similarity measure
between clothes. Thus, we propose to exploit scene understanding to improve the face identification process of step 2.
1) Scene constrained identification:
In TV broadcasts, different people appear in different environments, making the identity propagation very hard. Within
a type of scene, the variability and occurrences of a person’s
appearance is significantly reduced and it is also more probable
to detect another occurrence of a person already named with
an OPN in the same scene. We propose to constrain the set
of potential models ĝn for each facetrack f to ĝn (Scene(f )),
the set of potential models that belong to the same scene type
as f . Hence, it is proposed to modify step 2 in the following
way:
(
argminn∈N D(ĝn (Scene(f )), f )
if D(ĝn (Scene(f )), f ) < θ
n̂(f ) =
∅ otherwise
In our experiments, we consider as distinct studio and
reports scenes. For the studio scenes, we can either regroup
them all or consider them as distinct scenes. The optimal
choice depends on the type of the show: BFMStory is a news
talk-show where different studio sequences imply that different
people are present (different interviewees, anchor, etc) whereas
the same people are visible throughout all studio sequences for
LCPInfo.
2) Camera-Id-constrained person identification:
In studio scenes of the type of shows we are processing, protagonists are identified within close-ups with overlaid
names (OPNs). Then, the idea is to propagate this information
to other views using the layout of the set and the relation between cameras. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to distinguish
a close-up camera from another close-up camera, therefore we
can’t identify with certainty the position of the guest around
the central table of the set. To address this problem, we
gather all close-up shots of the show and cluster them with
K-means by setting K to the known number of protagonists
(using RGB histogram distance). Names are then propagated
to views with more than one person by splitting the view in

TABLE IV.

P RECISION (P), R ECALL (R) AND F- MEASURE (F) PER SHOW ON THE REPERE CORPUS .

Shows
BFMStory
LCPInfo
CaVousRegarde
EntreLesLignes
PileEtFace
All

P
72.7
60.0
73.6
83.4
92.6
75.3

Baseline
R
56.1
47.2
59.3
39.6
60.2
51.7

F
63.4
52.8
65.7
53.6
73.0
61.3

regions and comparing each region with the close-up models.
This approach is extremely effective in this kind of closed-set
identification in studio but it cannot be applied to report shows.

Anchor
Guest 1

Guest 3

Guest 2

Guest 4

Fig. 5. Given an identified camera, names can be propagated to cameras
known to film the same persons.

VI.

E XPERIMENTS

To evaluate the identification system, the usual metrics
precision (P), recall (R) and F-score (F) are used in addition
to EGER (Estimated Global Error Rate), the official metric of
the REPERE challenge, defined as follows:
#inserted + #missed + #confused
EGER =
#references
where #references is the number of named people in the
reference keyframes, #inserted, #missed and #confused are
the number of errors in each category. A lower EGER means
better performance.
We performed experiments on the phase2-test REPERE
corpus using different features of scene analysis. The following
variants are evaluated:
•

Baseline: OPNs propagation to visual clusters and
speakers propagation to unknowns.

•

Scene-based: Baseline system and use the sceneconstrained person identification.

•

Camera-ID: OPNs propagation to camera clusters.
Note that we didn’t perform camera identification on
BFMStory shows due to the varying number of guests
appearing in the show.

Tables IV and V show the results obtained by our
identification systems based on scene understanding. The
Baseline system obtains an EGER of 42.6% with 51.7% in

Scene-based
P
R
F
77.9 56.0 65.2
51.1 60.8 55.9
68.2 53.1 59.7
83.4 39.6 53.6
92.6 60.2 73.0
80.7 52.2 63.4
TABLE V.

Camera-ID
P
R
F
77.9 56.0 65.2
74.0 67.5 70.6
89.7 77.0 82.9
91.3 74.8 82.2
91.2 88.9 90.1
83.3 68.7 75.3
T HE EGER PER SHOW ON THE REPERE CORPUS .

Shows
BFMStory
LCPInfo
CaVousRegarde
EntreLesLignes
PileEtFace
All

Baseline
44.4
55.9
37.2
43.3
25.6
42.6

Scene-based
42.1
48.4
42.5
43.3
25.6
40.4

Camera-ID
42.1
41.6
27.4
21.0
8.9
30.9

recall explained by the face detector misses. Improvements of
the EGER, Precision and Recall are observed on the Scenebased system. No improvement is observed for the shows
EntreLesLignes and PileEtFace, which is explained by the fact
that those specific shows occur in studio in one long scene.
Using camera identification in addition to the chapter
constrained propagation allowed us to improve significantly
the EGER measure (-11.7% compared to the baseline). Major gains are obtained on the shows CaVousRegarde, EntreLesLignes and PileEtFace, because they are very well structured with separable camera views.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we propose to use scene understanding in
order to improve unsupervised people identification in TVbroadcast. News and debate programs are very well structured.
we proposed to exploit this structure in order to improve face
identification. The proposed method uses scene classification
(studio/report) and camera identification features and restraint
overlaid names detected from the OCR propagation to specific
scenes and cameras. The scene understanding applied to unsupervised face identification obtained promising results (a gain
of 13.9 absolute in F-measure and 11.7 in EGER). Limits of
using scene analysis is the use of a priori knowledge on the
structure of the TV-programs.The proposed method can identify faces without detecting them. This orthogonal approach
could be combined with more traditional face identification.
In future work, we want to go further on automatic scene
analysis. For instance, we can introduce topics detection,
dialogues analysis, split up the studio class into interviews,
news, debates, etc.
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